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About the Department

Philosophy grapples with fundamental questions about the nature of reality, knowledge, and how
we ought to act. Whether in the Indian or Western tradition, answers to these questions have been
supported by rigorous arguments. Our courses offer a historically sensitive immersion in these
arguments whilst aiming to work beyond the parochialism of either the Indian or Western
philosophical tradition - to do philosophy without boundaries!

The Department structures courses to equip students with critical reasoning and expressive
precision. The aim is to learn how to engage rationally with arguments and points of view, even
those with which they may profoundly disagree. The Ashoka Philosophy graduate will be well
prepared for higher studies in philosophy or a career in (say) media, law, business, or consulting.



Degree Requirements

Key: RE = Required Course, IN = Indian and Non-Western, HW = History of Western
Philosophy, CC = Contemporary Core, and EO = Elective Only

Philosophy Major

The requirements for a Major in Philosophy are as follows:

1. Introduction to Philosophy (RE)
2. Symbolic Logic (RE)
3. Any 2 courses categorised as IN
4. Any 2 courses categorised as HW
5. Any 3 courses categorised as CC
6. Any 3 electives (These can be from any of the following categories: HW/IN/CC/EO)

A student completing a Major in Philosophy should complete 48 credits in PHI category courses,
that is, they must complete 12 four-credit courses in Philosophy.

Advanced Major

The requirements for an Advanced Major in Philosophy are as follows:

1. Introduction to Philosophy (RE)
2. Symbolic Logic (RE)
3. 2 courses categorised as IN
4. 2 courses categorised as HW
5. 3 courses categorised as CC
6. 7 elective courses (These can be from any of the following categories: HW/IN/CC/EO)

Having completed a Philosophy Major, an Ashoka Scholars’ Programme student must complete
4 more electives. This means they must gain at least 16 credits more in Philosophy in that
academic year. These can be earned by writing an ASP Capstone Thesis for 8 credits and doing
courses worth 8 credits (preferably of 3000-4000 level). There is also the option of earning upto



4 credits through a Teaching Assistantship, instead of taking a course. Generally, a TAship
affords 2 credits.

A student completing Advanced Major in Philosophy should complete 64 credits in PHI category
courses, that is, they must complete 16 four-credit courses in Philosophy.

Philosophy Minor

To complete a Philosophy Minor, students must take six philosophy courses:

● Students from batches up to and including UG 23: two courses from the Required

Courses category:

1. PHI-1000 Intro to Philosophy

2. PHI-1060 Symbolic Logic

3. 1 course categorised as IN

4. 1 course categorised as HW

5. 1 course categorised as CC

6. 1 elective course (These can be from any of the following categories: HW/IN/CC/EO).

●        Students from batches UG 24 and later:

1. PHI-1000 Intro to Philosophy       

2. PHI-1060 Symbolic Logic, while no longer required, remains highly

recommended. If Symbolic Logic is not taken, students must take an elective

course instead.

3. 1 course categorised as IN

4. 1 course categorised as HW



5. 1 course categorised as CC

6. 1 elective course. (These can be from any of the following categories: HW/IN/CC/EO).

A student completing a Minor in Philosophy should complete 24 credits in PHI category courses,
that is, they must complete 6 four-credit courses in philosophy.

Philosophy Concentration

The requirements for a Concentration in Philosophy are as follows:

● Students from batches up to and including UG 23:

1. Introduction to Philosophy (RE)
2. Symbolic Logic (RE)
3. 2 courses (These can be from any of the following categories: HW/IN/CC/EO)**

●        Students from batches UG 24 and later:

1. Introduction to Philosophy (RE)
2. Symbolic Logic, while no longer required, remains highly recommended. If Symbolic

Logic is not taken, students must take an elective course instead.
3. 2 courses (These can be from any of the following categories: HW/IN/CC/EO)**

**The courses cannot be from the same category. For eg: If the first course is from IN, the other
course should be from CC, HW, or EO.

A student completing a Concentration in Philosophy should complete 16 credits in PHI category
courses, that is, they must complete 4 four-credit courses in philosophy.

PPE Major with Philosophy Specialization

The Philosophy course requirement for a PPE Major with a Specialization in Philosophy are as
follows (8 courses):

1. Introduction to Philosophy (RE)
2. Symbolic Logic (RE)
3. 1 course categorised as IN



4. 1 course categorised as HW
5. 1 course categorised as CC
6. 3 elective course (These can be from any of the following categories: HW/IN/CC/EO)

In order to gain a Specialization in Philosophy, the requirement in Philosophy is the same as that
of a Philosophy Minor plus two more Philosophy courses as electives.
Please note that the minimum Philosophy coursework requirement in Philosophy for a PPE
major is 4 courses (same requirements as a Concentration).

PPE Major without Philosophy Specialization

There are three possible routes towards a PPE Major without a Specialization in Philosophy.

I. The minimum Philosophy coursework requirement in Philosophy for a PPE major is as
follows (4 courses):

1. Introduction to Philosophy; Category: RE
2. Symbolic Logic; Category: RE
3. 2 courses (These can be from any of the following categories: HW/IN/CC/EO)**

**The two courses cannot be from the same category. For eg: If the first course is from IN, the
other course should be from CC, HW, or EO.

This requirement is the same as a Concentration in Philosophy.

II. If a student wishes to take 5 courses in Philosophy, the requirement is as follows:

1. Introduction to Philosophy; Category: RE
2. Symbolic Logic; Category: RE
3. 2 courses (These can be from any of the following categories: HW/IN/CC/EO)**
4. 1 elective course (These can be from any of the following categories: HW/IN/CC/EO)

**The two courses cannot be from the same category. For eg: If the first course is from IN, the
other course should be from CC, HW, or EO.

This requirement is the same as a Concentration in Philosophy plus one elective.

III. If a student wishes to take 6+ courses in Philosophy, the requirement is as follows:



1. Introduction to Philosophy (RE)
2. Symbolic Logic; Category (RE)
3. 1 course categorised as IN
4. 1 course categorised as HW
5. 1 course categorised as CC
6. 1 elective course (These can be from any of the following categories: HW/IN/CC/EO)

This requirement is the same as a Minor in Philosophy.

Any Philosophy courses beyond this requirement of six courses are taken as electives.
Please note that completing this requirement of six courses as well as an additional two
Philosophy courses as electives will result in a Specialization in Philosophy (see above).

A student cannot complete both a PPE Major and a Philosophy Minor.

People

Permanent Faculty

1. Professor Raja Rosenhagen (Head of Department)
2. Professor Alex Watson
3. Professor Clancy Martin (Spring Semesters only)
4. Professor Danny Weltman
5. Professor Eric Snyder
6. Professor Kathleen Harbin
7. Professor Kranti Saran
8. Professor Sharon Berry
9. Professor Tatyana Kostochka*

*Professor Kostochka will join in Spring 2022

Past Permanent Faculty

1. Professor Aditi Chaturvedi
2. Professor Scott Dixon



Visiting Faculty

1. Professor Alexander Haitos
2. Professor Amy Gordon
3. Professor Anil Gupta
4. Professor Arindam Chakrabarti
5. Professor Juliana Lima
6. Professor Lantz Miller
7. Professor Mark Fedyk
8. Professor Mark Siderits
9. Professor Martin Lin
10. Professor Piotr Balcerowicz
11. Professor Purushottama Bilimoria
12. Professor Roy W. Perrett
13. Professor Vrinda Dalmia
14. Professor Dimitry Shevchenko*

*Visiting for Monsoon 2021

Student Representatives

The Student Representatives are the channel of communication for administrative purposes
between the student body, the Student Government, and the Philosophy Department. They are in
charge of the Students' Handbook and organising the Philosophy Helpdesk.

They are available at philosophy.studentrep@ashoka.edu.in.

Student Representatives:

MaryAnne Rodrigues
Poorna Rathi

mailto:philosophy.studentrep@ashoka.edu.in


Ashoka Philosophy Society

The Ashoka Philosophy Society (or PhilSoc) is an academic society that aims to make
philosophy more accessible by illustrating how it is intrinsically linked not only to the liberal
arts, but also to the process of thinking in general. It hosts a number of events over the academic
year. It organizes India's only undergraduate Philosophy conference, PhilCon Ashoka University.
It is involved in the making of Citta, Ashoka’s student-run, peer-reviewed undergraduate
Philosophy Journal -- https://cittajournal.in/journal/. Here is the link to the first volume of Citta.

They can be reached at philsoc@ashoka.edu.in.

Core Members 2021-22:

Poorna Rathi
MaryAnne Rodrigues

Philosophy Helpdesk

The Philosophy Helpdesk is a student initiative designed to provide help with critical thinking
and academic writing in Philosophy. Tutors at the Helpdesk are 3rd year and 4th year Philosophy
majors who are available to peer-review your assignments and assist you with structuring your
argument for a paper, feedback on a draft, concept clarification, homework sums and more.

Appointments can be taken for the same on the sheets sent out by philhelpdesk@ashoka.edu.in.
The Philosophy Helpdesk is organized by the Student Representatives.

FAQs

1. Do I need to take the philosophy courses in some specific order?

Prima facie, no. However, higher-division philosophy courses sometimes have
prerequisites - students are advised to check with the course instructor for such
prerequisites. Moreover, doing philosophy requires rigorous skill in reading a text closely,
writing critically, logical analysis, and sound argumentation. These skills are often
acquired in lower-division courses and it is advisable (but not obligatory) to take the

https://cittajournal.in/journal/
http://cittajournal.in/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/CITTA_-Ashokas-Undergraduate-Philosophy-Journal.-Volume-1.pdf
mailto:philsoc@ashoka.edu.in
mailto:philhelpdesk@ashoka.edu.in


Introduction to Philosophy and the Symbolic Logic courses before taking higher-division
classes in philosophy.

2. Can I do a thesis before my fourth year (ASP)?

Yes, that is possible. But it will count as an Independent Study Module (ISM).

3. I am not a philosophy major. I want to complete a philosophy thesis in my ASP year.
Can I do so?

Yes, that is possible - all you need to do is find a professor who is willing to supervise
your work. However, it is recommended that you should take some philosophy courses
before doing a thesis.

4. I am taking a philosophy course. I do not know whether it is listed as RE/
IN/HW/CC/EO. How do I find out?

Check the course code with respect to the list on the table here. Alternatively, check the
newest course lists here or the course archives here.

5. Is there a possibility to get a waiver for any of my degree requirements?

There may be. You need to discuss with your academic advisor and the Head of the
Department of Philosophy.

6. My question is not listed here. Whom should I approach?

If you cannot find your question here, please write to the Philosophy Student
Representative(s) at philosophy.studentrep@ashoka.edu.in.

https://ashoka.edu.in/page/course-categ-401
https://ashoka.edu.in/page/Phil-coursesprefut-400
https://ashoka.edu.in/page/Phil-coursesprefut-400
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